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ON ISOMORPHISMS OF GRAPHS OF LATTICES 
JAN JAKUBIK, Kosice 
(Received February 4, 1983) 
All lattices dealt with in this paper are assumed to be locally finite. Isomorphisms 
of graphs of distributive lattices, modular lattices and semimodular lattices were 
investigated in the fifties (cf. [10], [5], [6]); these investigations were inspired by 
a problem proposed by G. Birkhofî'([l], Problem 8). Some sharpenings of the results 
of [5] were obtained in [8]. In the recent paper [3] concerning applications of uni-
versal algebra G. Birkhoff proved that projectivity of prime intervals is in a certain 
sense invariant under graph isomorphisms of modular lattices and appplied this result 
when investigating simple subdirect factors of modular lattices L and M of finite 
lengths having isomorphic graphs. 
Isomorphisms of graphs of some types of partially ordered sets (semilattices, 
multilattices) were studied by M. Kolibiar [11], M. Tomkova [12] and the author 
[7]; in all these considerations certain covering conditions were assumed. 
In this paper graph isomorphisms of lattices are studied (without the assumption 
of modularity). The properties of some types of cycles, transposed intervals and sub-
direct decompositions under graph isomorphisms of lattices are estabhshed. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
A lattice J^ = (L; ^ ) is called locally finite if each bounded chain in ^ is finite 
In what follows, all lattices are supposed to be locally finite. Given a, b e LWQ write 
a -< Ь (or Ь >- a) if [a, b] is a prime interval, i.e., if a < b and a < с < b for no 
с e L; in such a case we also say that b covers a. 
By the graph G(^ ) we mean the (undirected) graph whose set of vertices is L and 
whose edges are those paires {a, b], which satisfy either a -< Ь or /> -< a. Let ^^ 
and ^2 be graphs whose sets of vertices are G^ and G2 and le t / : G^ -> G2 be a bijec-
tion such that, for each x, у e G^, (x, y] is an edge in ^^ if and only if {f{^),f{y)] 
is an edge in ^2- T h e n / is said to be an isomorphism of "^^ onto ^2-
Let j ^ = (L; ^ ) and ^^ = (L^; ^1) be lattices. If / is an isomorphism of G(if) 
onto G(^i), t h e n / i s called a graph isomorphism of the lattice ^ onto S£ ̂ . 
We denote by J^~ the dual of J^. The symbol x is used for denoting the operation 
of direct product of algebras. The following result is vaUd: 
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(A) (Cf. [5].) Let 5e and J^j he modular lattices. The graphs G{^) and G ( ^ i ) 
are Isomorphic if and only if there are lattices ^ and ^ such that ^ ^ s/ x ^ 
and ^^ ^ j ^ X ^ ~ . 
Let us remark that the assumption of modularity of =Й̂  in (A) cannot be omitted 
(cf. [5], [6]); this concerns the assertion "only if" in (A). (The assertion "if" in (A) 
holds without assuming modularity (cf. [10], § 7.) 
Without loss of generality we can assume that L = L^ and tha t / i s the identity on L. 
Let us apply the assumption that L = L^ and let P and P^ be the set of all prime 
intervals in Jèf or in =^i, respectively. We denote 
Q = PnP,, Q' = P\Q. 
Let u, V, Xj, Xj,..., x„,, У1, y2, ..., Уп be distinct elements of L such that (i) u -< 
<x^ <X2< "• <^т<^^'^<У\<У1< '•• <Уп<'^-> and (ii) either x^ v yi = 
= 1;, or x^ /\ y^ — u. Then the set С = (w, v, x^, ..., x^, y^, ..., y^ is said to be 
a cell in 5£. A cell С is called proper if either m ^ 2 or n ^ 2. A cell С in «^ is called 
regular if either each prime interval of С belongs to Q, or each prime interval of С 
belongs to g'. The notions of a cell in ^^ and the regularity of cells in i f ^ are defined 
analogously. 
2. CELLS AND GRAPH ISOMORPHISMS 
Again, let if = (L; g ) and if j = (L; ^ j) be lattices. (The lattxe operations in i f 
and in i f 1 will be denoted by л , v or by л j , v 1, respectively. If a, b e L and 
a ^ b, then [a, ^] is the corresponding interval in ^; if c, de L and с ^^ d, then 
the interval of ^^ with the endpoints с and J will be denoted by [c, d]i.) Consider 
the following conditions: 
(a) There exist lattices j / = (A; ^ ) , ^ = (ß; ^ ) and a bijection g: L-> A x Б 
such that g is an isomorphism of ^ onto j / x ^ and, at the same time, f̂ is an iso­
morphism of i f 1 onto s^ X ^ ~ . 
(b) The identity mapping is a graph isomorphism of ^ onto ^i. 
(c) All proper cells of ^ and all proper cells of ^^ are regular. 
2.1. Lemma. Let (a) be valid. Then (b) ant^ (c) hold. 
Proof. The relation (a) => (b) was proved in [10]. Assume that (a) is valid and let С 
be a proper cell in ^ (under the same notation as in § 1). Suppose that x^ v y^ = v 
(if x^ л j;„ = u, we can apply a dual method). If x 6 L and ^(x) = (a, b), then we 
denote a = x{A), b = x{B). Without loss of generality we can assume that m > 1. 
Since w -< Xj, we have either 
(i) u{A) •< Xi{A) and u{B) = x^{B), 
or 
(ii) u{A) = x^{A) and u{B) < Xi(ß). 
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Similar relations hold for и and j ^ ^ ; let us denote them by (i^) and ( i i j . Consider 
the case when (i) is valid. 
If (iii) held, then we should have 
Î; = Xi V J i = g~\x,{Ä),x-^{B)) V g-\yi{Aly^{B)) = 
= g-\x,{Ä), u{B)) V д-ЩЛ), у,{В)) = д-Щх,{А), и{В)) v 
V {u(Ä), у,(В))) = д-'{{х,{А), у,(В)) . 
Because (х^^А), yi(^)) >- (^^i(^), и{ву), we obtain t; > х^ which is a contradiction. 
Hence (ij) must hold and thus 
g{v) = g{x^ V j i ) = g{xi) v О^(Х2) = {^M), и{В)) v ( j i (^ ) , w(5)) = 
= {x,{A)v y,{A),u{B)), 
implying V(B) = и(В). For each x̂  and each yj we have u ^ x̂ - ^ v, и ^ yj g Ü, 
whence х^(Б) = w(B) = У]{В), and therefore (since g: ^^ -^ s/ x <^~ is an iso­
morphism) we get и -<! Xi •<! ^2 < 1 ••• -<1 -̂m -<1 ^' W ^ 1 J l -<1 >'2 -<1 ••• 
• • • "^i -Иш "*< 1 -̂ Therefore С is regular. 
The p r o o f for the case (ii) is analogous. We have verified that all proper cells 
of ^ are regular. Similarly we can verify that all proper cells of ^^ are regular. 
Hence (c) is vahd. 
2.2. Lemma. Let С = {и, v, x^, y^] be a cell in ^ (under the notation from § 1). 
Let (b) hold. Then one of the following conditions is valid: (i) С is regular; (ii) 
[M, Xi], [y^, V]GQ and [u, y J , [x^, v] G Q'; (iii) [w, x j , [y^, Î;] e Q' and [w, y^l, 
[xi, vi e Q. 
Proof. Cf. [5], Lemma 5. 
In the following lemmas 2,3 — 2.9 we assume that the conditions (b) and (c) are 
fulfilled. 
2.3. Lemma. Let u, v, x^, . . . , x^, j i , . . , y„ be distinct elements of L such that 
(i) w •< Xi -< X2 -< . . . < x^-<v, и -<i Xj -<i X2 <i . . . <iX^ <i V, (ii) и < y^ -< 
<У2< '" < Уп<^' Then и -<i j i < ij;2 ^ i J3 -<i ••• -<i Уп <i ^• 
Proof. (Cf. Fig. 2.3a and 2.3b.) By way of contradiction, assume that the as-
Fig. 2.3a. Fig. 2.3b. 
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sertion of the lemma does not hold. Since (b) is vahd, the following condition (iii) 
is fulfilled: 
(iii) there exists j e {0, 1,2,..., n} such that yj > i y^+i. 
(Here we denote и = y^^ v = Уп+х-) Suppose that [u, v] is a minimal element (with 
respect to the partial order defined by inclusion) of the system of all intervals of Jâf 
which contain the elements x^,...,x^, У1,...,Ут fulfilling the conditions (i), (ii) 
and (iii). 
If m = n = 1, then we have a contradiction with 2.2. Hence either m > l o rn > 1. 
First assume that j = 0, i.e. y^ -К^и. Suppose that ^j^ v y^ = ÜJ < v. In view of 
the minimality of [w, t;], all prime intervals of [x^, i^i] belong to Q. Hence it follows 
that all prime intervals of [w, t^i] belong to Q, which is a contradiction. Therefore 
^1 V j i = 1̂ . Thus С = {и, V, Xi, ..., x„„ y^, ..., Уп] is a proper cell in <5^, According 
to (c), С is regular. In view of (ii), и ^^y^ cannot hold. By a dual argument we can 
verify that v *<i y„ cannot hold. Hence we have и < yj, yj + i < v. 
Suppose that x^ v y^ = î i < v. Then all prime intervals of the interval [x^, Ü] 
belong to Q, hence the same is valid for the intervals [u, 1?̂ ] and [y^, v], which is 
a contradiction. Therefore x^ v y^ = v. Hence, again, С is a proper cell in L. 
From (c) and (ii) we infer that (iii) cannot be vaHd, completing the proof. 
Analogously we can prove 
2.3.1. Lemma. Let w, г;, x^, X2, ..., x^, У1, 3̂ 2? •••? У« ^^ distinct elements of L 
such that (i) и < x^ < X2 < ... < x^ < v, и >j, x^ >-^ X2 >-i ... >-i x,„ >-i v, 
(ii) и < y^ < У2< ••• < Уп<^- Then и >-^ y^ >i у 2 > i ... > i Уп >\ ^. 
2.4. Lemma, het u, v, Xj, X2, ..., x^, y^, у2, >••, Уп be distinct elements of Lsuch 
that (i) M -< Xj -< X2 < ... < x^ -< f, u -< У1 -< ĵ 2 ^ ••• ^ Уп ^ ?̂ (ü) there are 
i e {1, 2, ..., m},j e {1, 2 , . . . , n) such that Xi л yj = u, x̂  v yj = v, и -^^ x^ <i ... 
...<^Xi, w-<i J i - < i ... -<i J ĵ. Then we have x̂  •<i x̂  + i -<i . . . -< i x^-< i Ü 
and yj -<i yj+i -<i . . . <^ y„ <i V. 
Fig. 2.4. 
Proof. (Cf. Fig. 2.4.) By contradiction, assume that the assertion of the lemma 
does not hold. Then the following condition is valid: 
(iii) either there is /c E {/, f + 1, ..., m} with X;, > i X/̂  + i, or there is 
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^^{jj + 1, . . . , 'г) withy^t >-j у;,+ 1. (As above, we put x^+i = v = y^+j.) Suppose 
that \u, Î;] is a minimal element (with respect to the partial order defined by inclu-
sion) of the system of all intervals of ^ which contain elements Xj, ..., x^, j j , .... y^ 
fulfilling the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii). From 2.2 it follows that m > I or /г > 1. If 
Xj V У1 = v, then С = {w, V, Xj, ..., x^, y^, ..., y^ is a proper cell, thus С is regular; 
now (i), (ii) and (iii) give a contradiction. Thus x^ у y^ = v^ < i;. Denote a = x̂  v 
V y,, Ь = у J V v^. 
Now by using repeatedly the minimality of [w, v^ and 2.3, we obtain that all prime 
intervals of the following intervals belong to Q: 
[x,., a ] , [ i ; i , a ] , [>V'^] ' [ ^ b ^ ] ' 
[a, t;] , [b, i;] . 
Hence in view of 2.2 and 2.3, the condition (iii) cannot hold. 
2.5. Lemma. Let w, t;, Xj, X2, ..., x^, У\, Уг^ ---^ Уп be distinct elements of L 
such that the condition (ijfrorn 2.4 is valid. Assume that there are / G U, 2 , . . . , m], 
j e {1, 2, ..., n} such that x,- A yj — u, x,- v 3;̂  = y, м >-i Xj >• j ... >• ̂  x̂ -, w >• j 
^ 1 Уг ^ 1 ••• ^ 1 У]' Then all prime intervals of [xj-, t;] and of [y -̂, f] belong to Q'. 
Proo f can be performed by using a method analogous to that of 2.4 and by ap­
plying 2.3. 
Also, the assertions dual to 2.4 and to 2.5 are valid. 
2.6. Lemma. Let w, v,x, у e L,x A у — U, X V у = v. Assume that (i) all prime 
intervals of the interval [w, x] belong to Q and (ii) all prime intervals of [w, y] 
belong to Q'. Then all prime intervals of the interval [x, î ] belong to Q' and all 
prime intervals of [>', v\ belong to Q. 
Proof. By way of contradiction, assume that the assertion of the lemma fails to 
hold and that [w, г;] is a minimal interval containing elements x and у with x A у ~ 
= u, X V у = v, such that either some piime interval of [x, t;] belongs to Q or some 
prime interval of [y, t;] belongs to Q'. Then we obviously have x Ф и Ф v. 
ChooseXj e [w, x] and y^ e [u, y] such that и -< Xj and w •< j j . Hence [w, x J G Q 
and [w, yj] G Q'. Therefore in view of (c), the relation x^ y Ух ^=^ V cannot hold. 
Thus we have Xj v y^ = i;i < t;. Put a = x w v^, b ~ у у v^. 
According to the minimality of [w, t;] we infer that all prime intervals of [x^, v^ 
belong to Q'. Hence we must have x л v^ = Xj. Again, by the minimality of [u, v\ 
we get (by considering the interval [xj , a]) that all prime intervals of [x, a] belong 
to Ö' and all ргмие intervals [f 1, a] belong to (). 
By a similar reasoning we infer that all prime intervals of [y, b] belong to g and 
all prime intervals of [fj, /?] belong to Q'. Hence we must have a A b = v^. 
If we consider the interval [i;i, t»], then the minimality of [w, i;] implies that all 
prime intervals of [a, v~\ belong to g ' and all prime intervals of [b, v'\ belong to Q. 
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Hence according to 2.3 and 2.3.1 all prime intervals of [x, v] belong to Q' and all 
prime intervals of [^y, i;] belong to Q. 
The assertion dual to 2.6 can be proved analogously. 
2.7. Lemma. Let u, a, v be distinct elements of L, и < a < v. Assume that all 
prime intervals of [u, a] belong to Q' and all prime intervals of [a, Ü] belong to Q. 
Then there is b e L such that a л b = u, a v b = v, all prime intervals of [u, l>] 
belong to Q and all prime intervals of [b, i;] belong to Q'. 
Proof. According to the assumption, we have a <yV and a <y u. Moreover, 
from the dual of 2.3 (if the roles of i f and if ^ are interchanged) we infer that all 
prime intervals of [a, u]i belong to Q\ and all prime intervals of [a, v~\y belong to Q^. 
Hence we must have и A ^v = a. Put b = и v ^ v. According to 2.6, all prime 
intervals of [v, b]i belong to Q[ and all prime intervals of [w, bj^ belong to Q^. 
Thus in view of 2.3, we have и < b < v, all prime intervals of [w, b] belong to Q 
and all prime intervals of [/?, f] belong to Q'. Therefore aAb = u, avb = v. 
2.8. Lemma. Let a, b e L,u = a A b,v = a v b. Assume that all prime intervals 
of [w, a] belong to Q. Then all prime intervals of [b, i;] belong to Q. 
Proof. If и = b, then the assertion is trivial. Let и < b. There exist elements 
Jo, ..., y„ e L with и = yQ < y^ -< У2 < -.. < y„ = b. If n = 1, then the assertion 
is valid according to 2.4 and 2.6. Suppose that the assertion holds for n — 1. Put 
v^ = a V y„-i- Then all prime intervals of [j^„_i, v^^ belong to Q. We have either 
v^ = V, or v^ A b = Уп~\ and v^ у b — v. Hence in view of 2.4 and 2.6, all prime 
intervals of [b, Ü] belong to Q. 
2.9. Lemma. Let a, b, u, v be as in 2.8. Assume that all prime intervals of [u, a] 
belong to Q'. Then all prime intervals of [b, t;] belong to Q. 
The p r o o f is the same as in 2.8. The assertions dual to 2.7, 2.8 and 2.9 are also 
valid. 
3. DIRECT DECOMPOSITIONS 
Let us assume that the conditions (b) and (с)Тгот § 2 are fulfilled. Let a, be L. 
We put a R b, if all prime intervals of [a л Ь a v Ь] belong to Q. Analogously, 
we put a R' b, if all prime intervals of [a л b, a v b] belong to Q'. 
From 2.2, 2.4 and the dual of 2.4 we infer that a R b is equivalent with each of the 
following two conditions: 
(aj) All prime intervals of \_a л Ь, a] and of [a л b, b] belong to Q, 
(a2) All prime intervals of [a, a v ^] and of [b, a v 6] belong to Q. 
A similar equivalence (with Q replaced by Q') is valid for the relation. R'. In an 
analogous way we can define the relations R^ and R[ on L by taking the operations 
л 1 and V 1 instead of л and v . It is easy to verify (by using 2.3) that Rj coincides 
with R and R[ coincides with R\ 
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3.1. Lemma. R and R' are equivalence relations on L. 
Proof. JR is obviously reflexive and symmetric. Let a Rb, b R c. Put a A b = u^, 
b A с = U2, Wi л U2 = u. In view of (a^), all prime intervals of [u^, a ] , [u^, b], 
[u2, b], [u2, c] belong to Q. Hence all prime intervals of [u^, u^ v U2] and 
[w2> " i V U2] belong to Q. According to the dual of 2.4, all prime intervals of [w, u j 
and [M, M2] belong to ß . In view of 2.3, all prime intervals of [w, a] and [u, c] 
belong to Q as well, hence the same holds for [a л с, a] and [a л с, с]. Therefore 
a R с and so R is an equivalence relation. The proof for R' is analogous. 
3.2. Lemma. Я and R' are congruence relations on ^ and on S^^. 
Proof. Let a, b, ce L, a Rb. In view of 3.1 it suffices to verify that a v с R b v с 
is valid (the remaining cases are analogous). Put и = a л b, v = a v b. According 
to the definition of R we have и R v. Denote с v и = u^, с v и — v^, v A u^ = U2-
All prime intervals of [1̂ 2 » ^] belong to Q, hence according to 2.8, all prime intervals 
of [ui, t^i] belong to Q. Since a v c, b v ce [w^, v^], we infer that a v с R b v c. 
Let us denote by 0 and / the least or the largest equivalence relation on j ^ , 
respectively. 
3.3. Lemma. R A R' = 0 and R v R' =^ I 
Proof. The first identity follows from Q n Q' = 0. If [a, b] is a prime interval 
in J^, then we have eher a Rb or a R' b; since ^ is locally finite, R v R' = I 
is valid. 
3.4. Lemma. JR and R' are permutable. 
Proof. If we apply 2.7, 2.8 and their duals, then by the same method as in [5], 
Lemma 7 we obtain the permutability of R and R' (Alternatively, we can use also 
[2], p. 163, Ex. 10.) 
From 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 and Thm. 5, Chap. VII, [2] it follows that the natural bijections 
(1) ^ -> (^JR) X {^lR% 
(2) if 1 -^ {^,IR) X {^,IR^) 
are isomorphisms. 
Let XQ be a fixed dement of L. Put 
Ä = {x e L: X R XQ] , В = {y e L: y e R' XQ] . 
Then j / = (A; g ) and ^ = (Б; ^ ) are convex sublattices of ^, and j ^ ^ = (A; S1), 
^i = (В; ^i) are convex sublattices of J^^. In view of the definition of the relations R 
and R\ j / i = ей/ and Ĵ ^ = J^~. For z G L there exist uniquely determined elements 
xe A and y e Б such that z R у and z R' x. Put / ( z ) = (x, y). From (l) and (2) 
we obtain: 
3.5. Lemma. The mapping f is an isomorphism of the lattice ^ onto j ^ x ^; 
at the same time,/ is an iomorphism of 5£^ onto se^ x ^^. 
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3.6. Corollary. Let ^ = (L; ^ ) ana Se^ = (L; ^ J be lattices fulfilling the 
conditions (b) a?îd (с). Then S£ and i f ^ satisfy the condition (a). 
Now let us omit the assumption that the lattices J^ and J^^ are defined on the 
same set L; let i f = (L; ^ ) and i f ^ = (L^; ^ i). Suppose that h: L-^ L^ is a bijeo-
tion. A proper cell С of i f is said to be regular under h, if either/(x^) <if{x2) for 
each prime interval [x^, X2] of C, o r / ( x i ) > i / ( x 2 ) for each prime interval [x^, X2] 
of C. Analogously we define regularity of proper cells in ^^ (with h replaced by h~^). 
From 2.1 and 3.5 we immediately obtain: 
3.7. Theorem. Let ̂  = (L; S) and Se^ = (L^; ^^) be lattices. Let h:L-^ L^ 
be a bijection. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) h is a graph isomorphism of the lattice ^ onto ^^, all proper cells of ^ 
are regular under h and all proper cells of ̂ ^ are regular under h~^. 
(ß) There exist lattices se — {A\ ^ ) and ^ = (J5; ^ ) and direct representations 
/ : i f -^ j / X J*, é̂ : i f i -> ^ X J^~ such that h = g'^f. 
From the well-known covering conditions for modular lattices we infer: 
3.8. Lemma. If ^ ^ (L; ^) is a modular lattice, then there are no proper cells 
in ^ . 
From 3.8 it follows that Theorem (A) of § 1 is a particular case of Theorem 3.7. 
In [8] Theorem (A) was sharpened as follows: 
(Ai) (Cf. [8].) Let i f be a modular lattice and let ^^ be a lattice. The graphs 
G(o^) and G{^i) are isomorphic if and only if there are lattices j / and J^ such that 
i f ^ j / X ^ and i f j ^ j / X J^.~ 
Hence if ^ and J^^ are lattices with isomorphic graphs and if ^ is modular, then 
^^ is modular as well. The possibility of setting conditions only on ^ (when studying 
graph isomorphisms of ^ and ^^) suggests to formulate the open question whether 
the condition (a) of Thm. 3.7 is equivalent to the condition 
(a') /i is a graph isomorphism of the lattice ^ onto ^^ and all proper cells of ^ 
are regular under h. 
For the notion of the weak product of abstract algebras cf. Grätzer [4]. If ( A J 
(jf e / ) is a system of algebras of the same type and if and algebra A is isomorphic to 
the weak product of this system, then we shall write 
(3.1) Ä-^{w)Yl,,,Ar, 
we also say that (3.1) is a weak product decomposition of A. If the set / is finite, 
then (3.1) implies that A = Yltei ^i-
The following result is easy to verify: 
3.9. Lemma. Let ̂  and ^^ ( j ^ / ) be lattices with Cardiff > 1 for each iel 
and suppose that L-^ (w) П ы ^ r Assume that 5£ is of finite length, Then all S£^ 
are of finite length and the set I is finite, 
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3.10. Theorem. (Cf [9].) Let ^ be a {locally finite) lattice. Then there are lat-
tices ^^ (/ 6 /) such that (i) all ^^ are directly indecomposable, and (ii) i f has 
a weak product decomposition S£ -^ (w) Yltei ^i-
From 3.7 and 3.10 we obtain: 
3.11. Theorem. Let ^ = (L; ^ ) and 5£y = (L^; ^ i ) be lattices. Let h: L-^ L^ 
be a bijection. Suppose that the condition (a) from 3.7 /5 valid. Then there exist 
weak product decompositions ^^-^ (w) Yiiei-^t ^^^ ^1 "^ (̂ )̂ Flie/°^b ^"^^ 
that (i) all 5£-, and all ^\ are directly indecomposable, and (ii) for each iel, 
either 5£-, ^ ^\, or 5£^ ^ (^!) '^. 
4. TRANSPOSED INTERVALS AND GRAPH ISOMORPHISMS 
Let us recall the following notions (cf. [2]). Let i f = (L; ^ ) be a lattice, a, b,u,v e 
e L, a A b = u, a v b = v. Then the intervals [u, a] and [b, t;] are said to be 
[mutually) transposed; in such a case we write [w, a] '^^ [b, i;] or [b, y] ^^ [w, a ] . 
Intervals [а^, b j and [a2, ^2] of i f are called projective if there exist intervals 
[^1, У1], [^2. J2] . ••., [^n, л ] in i f such that [xj , j^j] = [ai , b , ] , [x„, y j = [«2.^2] 
and [xf, J ,] ^f [xf+i, j , + i] for i = 1, 2, .. . , П — 1. The projectivity of [^1,^1] 
and [«2? ^2] will be denoted by [a^, bj] '-- [«2, ^2]. 
Similarly as in § 2 let us assume that ^ = (L; ^) and if ^ = (L; g 1) are lattices 
with the same underlying set. Let Q, Q', Q^ and Q\ be defined as in §2. Let us 
consider following condition: 
(d(if)) If [a, b] is an interval in =èf which is transposed to a prime interval [p^, /72] 
of ^ and if q^, ^2 e [a, b'], q^ < ^2, then (i) [pj , ^ 2 1 ^ 0 = ^ [^i> ^2] e ß , and 
00 VPUPII^Q' ^^i^u^il^Q'-
hQt (d(if 1)) be defined analogously and let us denote by (d) the condition saying 
that both (d(if)) and (d(if j)) are valid. Let (a), (b) and (c) be as in § 2. 
4.1. Lemma. Let (b) and (d) be valid. Then (c) holds. 
Proof. (Cf. Fig. 4.L) Assume that the conditions (b) and (d) are fulfilled. Let С 
be a proper cell in ^ . We use the analogous notation for С as in § 2 and § 3. Without 
loss of generahty we can suppose that x^ v y^ = v. (In the case x^ л j;„ = и the 
dual argument can be used.) Also, we can assume that m > \. Assume that [u, yj] 
belongs to Q. Since [w, yj] '^f {xi, Ü], according to (d) we infer that all prime in-
tervals of [xj , ü] belong to Q; in particular, we have x^_i -<i x,„. In order to prove 
that С is regular it suffices to verify that и <yXy (since we can then imply that 
У1 <i У2<1'"<1 Ут <î ^ is valid). 
By way of contradiction, assume that u >-i x^ holds. Then in view of (d), all prime 
intervals of [y^, i;] belong to Q\ If x^ л y„ = и then [y„, v] - , [u, x j , hence (d), 
implies that x^„j > j x^, which is a contradiction. Thus x^ л y,^ = Uj > u. There 
exists U2 G [и, Wj] with и < U2. Since Xi $ y„ and y^ S ^m^ we must have Xj 1^ U2 Ф 
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Ф у^. Hence Xj л W2 = u = у^ л ^2- Put Zj = x^ v M2, Z2 = Ух v U2. Then we 
have 
(aj) Xj < Zj and all prime intervals of [x^, Zj] belong to Q, 
(0̂ 2) 3̂1 "̂  -̂ 2 ï̂i'<̂  ^ïl prime intervals of [y^, Z2] belong to Ö'. 
Fig. 4.1. 
But in view of (d) this is impossible, since [u, Uj\ '^^ [xj, Zj] and, at the same time, 
From 4.1 and 3.6 we infer 
4.2. Lemma. Let (b) and (d) be t^a/iJ. T/zen (a) holds, 
4.3. Lemma. Le^ (a) be valid. Let a, b, u,v G L, a A b = U, a V b = V, и < a. 
If и < i a, then b <^ v and all prime intervals of [Z>, t;] belong to Q. 
Proof. We have b < v. Let A and В be as in § 3. According to the definition of В 
we have и{В) = а{В), hence v{B) = {a v b) {B) = а{В) v b{B) = и{В) v b{B) = 
= b{B) and V(A) ^ b{A). Thus i; >j^ b. If [x, j ] is a prime interval of [b, i;], then 
Ь(Б) ^ x{B) S y{B) S v{B) = b{B) and b{A) ^ x{A) ^ y{A) S v{A), hence x<^ y 
and X, y e [b, v^^. 
4.4. Lemma. Let (a) be ya/tti. Let a, b, u, v be as in 4.3. / / w > ^ a, then b > ^ v 
and all prime intervals of [b, i;] belong to Q. 
The p r o o f is analogous to that of 4.3. The duals of 4.3 and 4.4 are also valid. 
Hence we obtain: 
4.5. Corollary, (a) =^ (d). 
As a consequence of 3.6, 4.1 and 4.5 we get 
4.6. Corollary. Let (b) be valid. Then (a) <:> (d). 
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Now let Jèf = (L; g ) and S£^ = (L^; ^i) be lattices and let /i: L-^ L^ be a bijec-
tion. Consider the following condition: 
i^hi-^)) If [^j b] is an interval in ^ which is transposed to a prime interval 
[Pi? P2] of ^ and if [^1, ^2] is a prime interval of [a, b], then (i) h{pi) -<i /1(^2) =^ 
=> % i ) -<i % 2 ) , and (ii) h{p,) >, h{p2) =^ h{q,) > i % 2 ) . 
Let (dft(^i)) and (d;,) be defined analogously (cf. the definitions of (d(„^i)) and (d)). 
From 4.6 we obtain: 
4.7. Theorem. Let Se = (L; ^ ) and J^^ = (L^; g^) be lattices. Let h:L-^ L^ 
be a graph isomorphism. Then the condition (ß) from 3.7 is equivalent to the 
condition (d;,). 
4.8. Lemma, Let 5£ = (L; ^ ) and J^^ = (L^; ^ j ) be modular lattices and let 
h: L-^ Li be a graph isomorphism of 5£ onto S£^. Then the condition (d;,) is 
fulfilled. 
Proof. Since ^ and 5£^ are modular, they have no proper cells, hence the con-
dition (a) from 3.7 is valid. Thus (ß) of 3.7 is valid as well. In view of 4.5 we infer 
that (d;,) holds. 
The assertion "only if" of Theorem (A) (cf. § 1) is a corollary of 4.7 and 4.8. 
5. SUBDIRECT DECOMPOSITIONS 
The following result is due to G. Birkhoff ([З], § 5): 
( B ) Let Land M be any two modular lattices of finite lengths and let their graphs 
G{L) and G(M) be isomorphic. Let L^,...,L^ and М^,...,М^ be the "simple'' 
subdirect factors of Land M, respectively. Then r = s, and we can so order the M/s 
that M J ^ Lj or M J ^ LJ, 
The p r o o f of (B) was established by investigating the properties of pairs of pro­
jective prime intervals under graph isomorphisms ([3], Lemma 12). 
Let us now consider the subdirect product decompositions with subdirectly in­
decomposable factors in the case when neither the condition concerning finite length 
nor modularity is assumed. 
Let o2̂  = (L; ^ ) be a lattice, card L > 1. The system of all congruence relations 
of ^ is denoted by Con ^ . Let x and y be distinct elements of L and let K{x, y) be 
the system of all в e Con ^ sucTi that хв у fails to hold. Let K^(x, y) be the set of 
all maximal elements of K(x, y). Further let во{х, у) be a fixed element of Kj^x, y) 
and let {9i] (iel) be the set of all such 9o{x, y) (for all pairs of distinct elements x 
and у of L). Then all lattices c^jOi are subdirectly indecomposable. Let /^ be a subset 
of/ such that A^gĵ  Ö,- = 0. Then i f is a subdirect product of the lattices S^jeliel^) 
(cf., e.g., [1], Chap. VII, 6, or [2], Chap. VII, 8). 
We obviously have K{x, y) = K{x A y, x y y). If the intervals [x^, y^~\ and 
[^2, Уг] are projective, then K{x^, Ух) = ^ (^2 , yi)- Hence we may choose OÔ(X, y) 
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in such a way that öo(xi, y^) = öo(x2, У2) is valid whenever [x^, j ^ ] is projective 
to [x2, y2^- Let this condition be fulfilled. 
Now we apply the assumption that ^ is locally finite. Put I(^ = {iel : Oi = 
= öo(xi, У1) for some prime interval [x^, y^] of J^}. Then we clearly have Aieio ^t — 
= 0. Hence if is a subdirect product of lattices ^jO (i e /0). This subdirect decom­
position of J^ will be called canonical; we also say that the system {ö j (i e/o) is 
canonical for L. 
Let ^ = (L; ^) and ^ ^ = (Lj^; ^1) be lattices with isomorphic graphs. As 
above, without loss of generality we can suppose that Lj^ = L and that the identity 
mapping is a graph isomorphism of L onto L^. In what follows we shall assume that 
the condition (0) is valid; hence (a) holds as well. 
5.L Lemma. Let x, y e L. Assume that x -< y and x -< j j . Then there is a prime 
interval [x^, y^] of s/ which is projective to [x, y] . 
Proof. Let Xo be as in the definition of A and В (cf. § 3, Lemma 3.5). Put x^ = 
= х(Л), у I = у (A), и = X A x^, V = у A y^. Elementary calculations show that 
[̂ 5 y] '^r [wj ^] and [w, i;] ~^ [x^, j ^ J . Hence [x^, y^^ is projective to [x, j ; ] . 
Analogously we can verify 
5.2. Lemma. Let x, у e L. Assume that x ^ у and x >-i y. Then there is a prime 
interval [xj , j^j] of M which is projective to [x, j ] . 
5.3. Corollary. Let the system {ö j ( i e / o ) be canonical for S£. Then for each 
i EIQ there exists a prime interval [xj , y^] of 5£ such that (i) Oi = öo(xj, y j , and 
(ii) either x^, y^ e A or x^, y^ e B. 
For each в e Con ^ we define the relation 9\^ by putting, for a^, 02 € A, a^ ö|^ ^2 
if a^ Ö Ö2; let ö|ß be defined analogously. Conversely, let 0̂  G Con j / , 02 ^ Con ^ . 
For Zi, Z2 e L we put z^ Ö* Z2 if Z^(A) в^ Z2{Ä); similarly we set z^ 0* ^2 if 
z^{B) 02 2:2(B). Then 0|^ e Con j ^ , 0|ß e Con J^; 0^ and 0* belong to Con ^ . 
If {0jfgj^ is a canonical system for ^, then we denote/j^ = {1е1^: 9i = 0o(xi, j-^) 
for some prime interval [x^, 3;J g Л] , /2 = {j e /o : 0̂  = 0o(^:i, y^) for some pri­
me interval [x^, y^] g В}. In view of 5.1 and 5.2 we have I in 12 = 0, / i u / 2 = /o-
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of (a): 
5.4. Lemma, (i) Let {0jie/o be a anonical system for if. Then {0i|^}iejj /5 a canon­
ical system for se and {9\в^ш-^ is a canonical system for M. 
(ii) Let {0jie/jO be a canonical system for se and let {0jie/2o ^e a canonical system 
for J*. Then {0?}f6/,o^j2o is a canonical system for S£. 
The following assertion is obvious: 
5.5. Lemma. / / 0 G Con J*, then 0GCon J*^ and ЩВ is dually isomorphic to 
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If [x, , j^i] is a prime interval in j / and ö = во{х^, y^), then for each pair of 
elements X2,>^2e Л we have Х2 9у2; hence if/0 ^ ^1(01 A)- Similarly, if [x2, У2] 
is a prime interval in J* and 0 - ^0(^2, У2), then j ^ /0 ^ ^/(ö/^). Thus 5.3, 5.4 and 
5.5 yield: 
5.6. Theorem. Let i f = (L; ^ ) an(i i f j = (L; g^) be lattices fulfilling (b) a/i^ (c). 
Ler fl canonical subdirect representation of ^ with subdirect factors ^jBi {lei) 
be given. Then {0 j ( / e / ) /5 a canonical system for if^ and for each iel, either 
^jOi is isomorphic to ^ijOi or if/0^ is dually isomorphic to i f i/0j. 
If the lattices ^ = {L\ '^) and i f j = (L^; ^ j ) and the bijection h: L-^ L^ 
fulfil (a), then an assertion analogous to 5.6 holds. 
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